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Kevin Smith's Secret Stash 2021-09-14 being kevin smith is my favorite thing in the world i
don t have a job i don t even have a career anymore i m just me for a living making the leap
from convenience store worker to international film icon kevin smith has spent over twenty
five years at the forefront of pop culture in this hilariously candid treasure trove of artifacts
and anecdotes kevin tells the full story of his incredible life for the first time from his early
days in highlands new jersey through to the breakout success of low budget indie smash
clerks in 1994 and the series of hit films that allowed him to build his own cinematic view
askewniverse the story of kevin smith told by kevin himself both funny and confessional
kevin smith s secret stash sees the director hold forth on all aspects of his career including
his live shows and podcasts plus his comics and television work such as the hit amc show
comic book men never before seen treasures this deluxe volume is illustrated with a wealth
of rare and never before seen items from kevin s personal archives including script pages
personal letters and concept art from beloved movies including mallrats chasing amy jay and
silent bob strike back red state tusk jay and silent bob reboot and more it also features a
range of special pullout features exclusive to the book including kevin s application to film
school and comic art from chasing amy special contributors in addition to a foreword from
kevin s longtime collaborator and friend jason mewes the book includes contributions from j j
abrams ben affleck marc bernardin ming chen shannon elizabeth walt flanagan ralph garman
mark hamill bryan johnson david klein justin long scott mosier brian o halloran seth rogen
jennifer schwalbach smith and harley quinn smith own the ultimate kevin smith tribute
definitive revelatory and packed with exclusive surprises kevin smith s secret stash is the
book fans have been waiting for and a must have for pop culture aficionados everywhere
My Boring-Ass Life 2011-12-09 now revised and updated to include the ins and outs of
making the movie zack miri and a new afterword anything but boring kevin smith shares his x
rated thoughts in his diary telling all in his usual candid heartfelt and irreverent way kevin
smith pulls no punches in this hard hitting in your face exposé of er his rather dull and
uneventful life well not always dull in between watching his tivo he manages to make and
release clerks ii relate the story of his partner in crime jason mewes heroin addiction and get
caught stealing donuts from burt reynolds thrown in are his views on the perils of strip clubs
the drawback of threesomes the pain of anal fissures his love affair with star wars and so
much more adults only
Silent Bob Speaks 2005-04-13 from the award winning screenwriter and director a
collection of irreverent and hilarious rants on the absurdity of just about everything in 1994
kevin smith debuted his low budget film clerks at the sundance film festival it became an
instant cult classic and made smith the top dog of the indie film world next he was an
executive producer of the smash hit good will hunting and quickly earned the title king of gen
x cinema from time magazine he appeared on charlie rose politically incorrect late night with
conan obrien and currently holds a regular spot on the tonight show with jay leno hosting a
segment entitled roadside attractions fans of his films will instantly recognize smith as silent
bob the character with no lines and last year smith began writing a hilarious monthly column
covering popular culture for arena magazine in this side splitting rant fest kevin smith waxes
rhapsodic and obnoxious on everything from his platonic infatuation with ben affleck to his
bloodcurdling hatred of britney spears from his shocking diagnosis with morbid obesity to the
fatal flaws of spiderman all done in his inimitable raunchy style silent bob speaks interweaves
the best of the arena columns with a new introduction by the author to produce smith s first
collection of bawdy over the top essays guaranteed to make his legions of fans choke on
their cheerios



Green Arrow by Kevin Smith 2016-07-26 writer director kevin smith clerks chasing amy
dogma delivers the awe inspiring tale that resurrected oliver queen dc comicsÕ original
green arrow stunningly rendered by artists phil hester and andre parks green arrow by kevin
smith follows the emerald archer through manÕs most uncharted realms life death and back
to life again this edition collects green arrow 1 15 of smithÕs best selling green arrow run and
features sketches by phil hester and introduction by kevin smith
Kevin Charles 2020-09-28 this is kevin smith s story
An Askew View 2 2012-08-01 an askew view 2 the films of kevin smith revised and updated
edition
Shootin' the Sh*t With Kevin Smith: The Best of SModcast 2011-02-09 following on
from the new york times bestselling my boring ass life kevin smith is back in freewheeling
conversations with his friend and producer scott mosier as heard on their top rated podcast
known as smodcast we discover to pick just four random examples of the riches therein the
genesis of stalin s monkey soldier army the horrifying tale of kevin vs steak tartare how to
make bukkake eggs and how kevin was once willing to let alanis morissette get mugged
defiantly lewd crude and hilariously rude shootin the sh t with kevin smith is a must for all his
fans adults only
Kevin Smith 2022-06-28 let us rejoice in the genius that is kevin smith this fun and photo
filled biography celebrates the life films and fans of the director responsible for such indie
cult classics as clerks mallrats chasing amy and dogma movie industry veteran david gati has
compiled and edited this humorous and insightful look at smith s nearly 30 year
moviemaking journey through smith s own uncensored stories taken from podcasts q as and
documentaries we get to know him as a person the struggles he s been through and the
people he s worked with gati presents a visual facet to these narrative gems in the form of
fan art from around the world along with on set stills candid personal photos and memorabilia
this scrapbook celebration shows how films affect and reflect pop culture and explores the
cultural phenomenon of fandom the result is not only a tribute to smith but also a testimony
to his amazing and loyal fans
Tough Sh*t 2012-03-20 that kevin smith the guy who did clerks a million years ago didn t
they bounce his fat ass off a plane once what could you possibly learn from the director of
cop out how about this he changed filmmaking forever when he was twenty three and since
then he s done whatever the hell he wants he makes movies writes comics owns a store and
now he s built a podcasting empire with his friends and family including a wife who s way out
of his league so here s some tough shit kevin smith has cracked the code or he s just cracked
tough sh t is the dirty business that kevin has been digesting for 41 years and now he s ready
to put it in your hands smear this shit all over yourself because this is your blueprint or
brownprint for success kev takes you through some big moments in his life to help you live
your days in as gretzky a fashion as you can going where the puck is gonna be read all about
how a zero like smith managed to make ten movies with no discernible talent and how when
he had everything he thought he d ever want he decided to blow up his own career along the
way kev shares stories about folks who inspired him like george carlin folks who befuddled
him like bruce willis and folks who let him jerk off onto their legs like his beloved wife jen so
make this your daily reader hell read it on the toilet if you want just make sure you grab the
bowl and push because you re about to take one tough sh t
The Dueling Personas of Kevin Smith 2003-12-01 the original green arrow oliver queen
reemerges after years of being assumed dead but many people including black canary his ex
lover arsenal his ex partner connor hawke his son and temporary successor and batman the



dark knight detective want to know how green arrow survived the airplane explosion and
where he has been using strong characterization and engaging dialogue comic and
screenplay writer and movie director kevin smith clerks dogma batman cacophony
successfully resurrects one of the world s classic heroes this absolute edition will feature
bonus script pages character sketches and a cover gallery collects green arrow 1 15
Absolute Green Arrow by Kevin Smith 2015 just in time for the twentieth anniversary of
clerks destroy anything and everything with the help of this illustrated collection of blueprints
concocted by the legendary characters jay and silent bob need to destroy self doubt how
about the glass ceiling or maybe your aims are less lofty and your ex girlfriend just really has
to go in all cases the iconic jay and silent bob offer practical and entertaining advice for
wreaking havoc at every turn in the most hilarious ways possible written by the beloved duo
from clerks and many other films and productions in the view askewniverse these blueprints
will save your day by destroying everyone else s
Jay & Silent Bob's Blueprints for Destroying Everything 2014-07-22 the official comic
book prequel to the netflix television series written by showrunner kevin smith and episode
writer tim sheridan and featuring art by mindy lee crimson lotus following a vicious orlax
attack on his father king randor he man learns the creature is linked to the origin of the
sword of power to save randor and put an end to the chaos he man embarks on an epic
journey that pits him against his longtime foes skeletor and evil lyn and sees teela take the
reins of a powerful legacy this graphic novel collects the four issue series masters of the
universe revelations and features covers by stjepan sejic and pinups from mike mignola walt
simonson bill sienkiewicz and more collects masters of the universe revelation 1 4
Masters of the Universe: Revelation 2022-02-22 i like to observe and think before i write
i try to be as creative as i can be when i do this and i try to keep it real it is because i believe
in conveying my thoughts in that manner
Intuitions 2014-12-23 the art of kevin smithpaintings drawings sculpture mirrors furniture
boxes photographs i have been making art since the mid 1960 s using form colour movement
and sometimes function to capture the beauty and wonder in the everyday a tree a car a
building that we all know make it interesting alluring exciting that s the challenge making the
normal fresh is what i attempt to do the local street the bush nearby the outback the dream
how to show it anew that s the challenge wood oil paper glass whatever else i can find all
useful in the quest when it works it s a wonderful feeling it s kind of like a religion without the
dogma i keep making new pieces exploring new options now and then i even surprise myself
this is a selection of my work over the past 50 years enjoy the ride kevin smithfull colour
paperback large format 8 x 10 327 pages new humanity books book heaven booksellers
publishers newhumanitybooksbookheaven com
The Art of Kevin Smith 2014-09-10 kato after fighting crime with the green hornet in his
younger days is ready to enjoy retirement but his headstrong daughter may be his toughest
challenge yet
Kevin Smith's Kato 2011-12 the secret origin of mooby reaches a murderously mind blowing
blood fueled conclusion in the penultimate chapter kevin smith brings the barbaric and
tawdry tale of nancy goldruff and the birth of the askewniverse s iconic golden calf closer to
its unpredictable ending
Kidnapping Kevin Smith 2011-04-01 co written by kevin smith following the vicious orlax
attack on king randor he man learns the creature is linked to the origin of the sword of power
and also to his nemesis skeletor who is hellbent on deciphering the secret of grayskull
meanwhile we learn the true origin of evil lyn and how she came to be under the evil and



powerful skeletor the official prequel to the upcoming netflix show
Quick Stops Volume 2 #3 2024-03-27 co written by kevin smith this is the official comic book
prequel to the upcoming netflix television show written by executive producers kevin smith
and rob david and episode writer tim sheridan and featuring art by mindy lee crimson lotus
following the vicious orlax attack on king randor he man learns the creature is linked to the
origin of the sword of power and also to his nemesis skeletor who finally finds himself on the
cusp of realizing his dream of capturing grayskull s secrets the official prequel to the
upcoming netflix show
Masters of the Universe: Revelation #3 2021-09-08 inspired by the television series the
six million dollar man the character of steve austin has been recreated for the twenty first
century
Masters of the Universe: Revelation #2 2021-08-11 the award winning debut feature of
self taught us auteur kevin smith clerks is set in and around that well known hub of the social
universe a convenience store in suburban new jersey it revolves around a day in the amiably
bickering friendship of dante and randal hapless clerks who serve time behind the counter
the monotony of work compels these reluctant wage slaves to resort to simple diversions
shooting the breeze antagonising their customers and indulging time honoured masculine
obsessions sex movie trivia ice hockey clerks showcases kevin smith s keen ear for dialogue
and his ability to capture ordinary life in the raw leavening the edge with buoyant down n
dirty humour
Kevin Smith's the Bionic Man 2012 college ruled color paperback size 6 inches x 9 inches
55 sheets 110 pages for writing kevin smith 157326635970
Clerks 2000 in the first installment of kevin smith s new jersey chronicles clerks jay and
silent bob were the beloved characters who stole the show in the sleeper hit they went on to
play the greek chorus who surfaced for comic relief in the ongoing series mallrats chasing
amy and dogma in the final chapter of the new jersey chronicles jay and silent bob strike
back these hapless funnymen find themselves at the center of a colossal chase from jersey to
california on a valiant quest to save the reputations they think they have and battle the
empire known as hollywood jay and silent bob discover that their old friend banky edwards
has sold them out it seems banky has gone to hollywood to produce a motion picture based
on the comic book about their alter egos bluntman chronic starring two popular young
hollywood actors as the duo the real jay and silent bob are stunned by the news and then
shattered to find out they are being badmouthed on the internet for selling their story there s
only one shot at salvaging their slacker reputations head to hollywood to sabotage the
production
Notebook 2019-11-14 kevin smith is full of sh t and in this deluxe ebook he introduces each
chapter with a sh tastic video that s over 25 minutes of bonus sh t talking that kevin smith
the guy who did clerks a million years ago didn t they bounce his fat ass off a plane once
what could you possibly learn from the director of cop out how about this he changed film
making forever when he was twenty three and since then he s done whatever the hell he
wants he makes movies writes comics owns a store and now he s built a podcasting empire
with his friends and family including a wife who s way out of his league so here s some tough
sh t kevin smith has cracked the code or he s just cracked tough sh t is the dirty business
that kevin has been digesting for 41 years and now he s ready to put it in your hands smear
this sh t all over yourself because this is your blueprint or brownprint for success kev takes
you through some big moments in his life to help you live your days in as gretzky a fashion as
you can going where the puck is gonna be read all about how a zero like smith managed to



make ten movies with no discernible talent and how when he had everything he thought he d
ever want he decided to blow up his own career along the way kev shares stories about folks
who inspired him like george carlin folks who befuddled him like bruce willis and folks who let
him jerk off onto their legs like his beloved wife jen so make this your daily reader hell read it
on the toilet if you want just make sure you grab the bowl and push because you re about to
take one tough sh t
Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back 2001-09-26 best selling comic book writer director kevin
smith green arrow daredevil mallrats chasing amy steps into gotham city to write this graphic
novel featuring the mysterious masked killer known as onomatopoeia who sets his sights and
sounds against the caped crusader will batman be able to uncover the relationship between
the joker and onomatopoeia in time to keep them from destroying gotham city or is the
combination of these villains too much for the dark knight to handle the wild ride that caught
batman between the joker and onomatopoeia comes to a crashing halt as batman is forced to
choose between capturing onomatopoeia and saving the joker s life will onomatopoeia have
the final word with a deadly bang find out in this exciting stand alone story
Tough Sh*t Deluxe 2012-03-20 from the pages of kevin smiths green hornet comes this
thrilling offshoot starring mulan kato daughter of the green hornets faithful companion kato
learns the secrets of kato his daughter and the mysterious black hornet in a series that
serves as a prequel to dynamites smash green hornet reprints issues 1 5 along with a
complete cover gallery
Batman: Cacophony 2010-09-07 now an associate professor with dakota state university dr
kevin smith began his career as a high school math teacher eager to help his students
understand that there is more to math than adding and subtracting kevin wrote and
illustrated yucky educational entertaining and relatable yucky follows lilly s math struggles
until the right teacher comes along and shows her that math can be fun once lilly discovers
that math can speak to her creative side she realizes maybe math isn t so yucky
Kevin Smith's Kato Vol. 1 2010 kevin smith and his secret stash press bring you the seedy
sexy sensational origin of the askewniverse s sacred cow mooby the golden calf learn the
udder truth about an american icon when a young podcaster tries to milk mooby creator
nancy goldruff for the bovine s beginnings only to meat a cow tale so shocking it turns her
brain to hamburger
Yucky! 2023-05-02 when a mysterious figure from the past brutally murders his father
playboy britt reid takes his father s place as century city s greatest protector the green
hornet
Chasing Dogma 2001 kevin smith and his secret stash press bring you the seedy sexy
sensational origin of the askewniverse s sacred cow mooby the golden calf learn the udder
truth about an american icon when a young podcaster tries to milk mooby creator nancy
goldruff for the bovine s beginnings only to meat a cow tale so shocking it turns her brain to
hamburger
Quick Stops 2024 before there was a marvel cinematic universe dc extended universe or
harry potterverse there was kevin smith s askewniverse a series of interconnected films
featuring a cast of characters crossing over in multiple movies and following on the heels of
clerks iii the askewniverse is expanding with quick stops a black and white anthology series
full of all new tales of retail from the jersey world of kevin smith s classic comedies featuring
four never before told stores from the quick stop family of characters that populate smith s
films mallrats chasing amy dogma jay and silent bob strike back jay and silent bob reboot
and of course the clerks trilogy from the secret origin of where holden mcneil got the idea for



a bluntman and chronic comic from jay silent bob to elias and the parable of pillowpants this
collection of black and white comic shorts will be a must have book for any lifelong clerks or
kevin smith apologist collects quick stops issues 1 4
Kevin Smith's Green Hornet Vol. 1 2010 the flagship title from legendary director kevin smith
s secret stash press is reloaded for more masker mayhem maskerade continues to carve a
bloody swath of vengeance through the twisted rich of trenchen city volume 2 of maskerade
is finally here producer plaything dwayne and masker maker frisky aid in felicia s payback
plans penetrating the antisocial circle of trenchen s pervy power player elite at the city s
rotten core lies her crafty quarry the diabolical dr david ditt as maskerade she strives to
strike his name off her bloody hit list and avenge her brother before ditt and his goons
perfect their own masker will they end felicia once and for all collects maskerade 5 8
Quick Stops 2 #1 2023-12-13 the original green arrow oliver queen reemerges after years of
being assumed dead but many people including black canary his ex lover arsenal his ex
partner connor hawke his son and temporary successor and batman the dark knight
detective want to know how green arrow survived the airplane explosion and where he has
been using strong characterization and engaging dialogue comic and screenplay writer and
movie director kevin smith clerks dogma batman cacophony successfully resurrects one of
the world s classic heroes
Quick Stops 2023-07-11 written in a simple yet engaging style dr kevin smith applies his
years of experience and expertise in scholarly writing and research in this one volume guide
perfect as an introduction for new and continuing undergraduate or postgraduate students
this publication provides helpful guidelines and illustrations on all the elements that go into
producing an academic work
Maskerade Volume 2 2024-01-16 kevin smith delves deeper into the salacious and sexy
secret origin of mooby the golden calf when betrayal releases a bull in the metaphorical
china shop of nancy goldruff s marriage and burgeoning book deal the unscrupulous lyndsey
montigrave double crosses the young creator setting in motion an udderly dangerous
consequence
Green Arrow: Quiver 2003-05-01 popular feature film director writer kevin smith chasing amy
dogma brings his world famous slacker creations jay and silent bob as their super hero
personals bluntman and chronic specifically timed to coincide with the release of kevin s new
film jay and silent bob strike back august 2001 this story is culled directly from what will
become one of the summer s biggest smash releases a photo cover ensures instant sales
from film and movie buffs place it in the film or pop culture sections and to attract a whole
new audience into the growing graphic novel genre
Writing and Research 2016-09-30 eine brandneue miniserie aus mark millars kick ass
universum von alleskönner kevin smith daredevil green arrow dem könig der fanboys als hit
girl von der verfilmung ihres lebens erfährt geht sie nach hollywood dort muss mindy es mit
perversen produzenten ihrem finstersten trauma und einigen brutalen Überraschungen
aufnehmen von ober geek und superstar kevin silent bob smith
Quick Stops 2 #2 2024-01-10 the silent era part one join film podcast and comics legend
kevin smith green arrow daredevil and animation illustration virtuoso pernille rum dc
superhero girls blush coral for the glitz and gore of this all new chapter of hit girl our favorite
adolescent assassin tears tinsel town a new one when she realises her life s being dramatized
for the silver screen hit girl storms sets wages war on fat cat movie bosses and lures old
enemies out of hiding in this californian bloodbath
Bluntman and Chronic 2001
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